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Challenges for 
(Brain-Inspired) Computing

Speed
(adaptation time,
oscillation period)

f ~ GHz 
→ THz → PHz

Operation
conditions

T=300K
P=105 Pa

Dimensions
(synapse, neuron)

L ~ nm

Energy
(dissipated)

E ~ nJ
→ fJ → .. → zJ

Landauer limit



Potential of Ultrafast Magnetism
→ Faster than using electricity

All-optical switching of ferrimagnets as fast as 30 ps
Vahaplar et al., PRL 2009

→ More energy efficient
Photomagnetic recording in oxides with projected 
heat load down to 22 aJ/bit
Stupakiewicz et al., Nature 2017

→ Possible even in technologically relevant materials
All-optical control in Co/Pt systems
Lambert et al., Science 2014

few hundreds of femtoseconds, pump pulses of both he-
licities bring the originally magnetized medium into a
strongly nonequilibrium state with no measurable net mag-
netization, seen as a gray area in the second column of
Fig. 1(a), the size of which is given by the laser beam
intensity profile. In the following few tens of picoseconds
either the medium relaxes back to the initial state or a small
(!5 !m) domain with a reversed magnetization is formed.
It is thus obvious that (i) the switching proceeds via a
strongly nonequilibrium demagnetized state, clearly not
following the conventional route of precessional motion,
and (ii) the final state is defined by the helicity of the 100 fs
pump pulse [last column of Fig. 1(a)].

As one can see from Fig. 1(a), the metastable state
corresponding to reversed magnetization is reached within
60 ps after "þ ("#) excitation. This state is, however,
slightly different from the final state [the last column in
Fig. 1(a)], as clearly seen from Fig. 1(b). This happens due
to the laser-induced heating of the sample followed by slow
($1 ns) heat diffusion [17]. To take into account renor-
malization of the two metastable states of magnetization at
the subnanosecond time scale we introduce two asymptotic
levels [see dashed lines in Fig. 1(b)]. The characteristic
time of switching #sw can be identified as the time required
to reconstruct 63% (1# e#1) the difference between the

metastable states [Fig. 1(b)]. For example, in Fig. 1, #sw ¼
60 ps. After 1:5#sw the difference reaches 80% and, as also
can be seen from Fig. 1(a), this time can be reliably
assumed as the period required for a write-read event
(#w-r ¼90 ps for the example in Fig. 1). The switching
time is in fact surprising, because in contrast to heat-
assisted magnetic recording [18], the reversal time is
much longer than the effective light-induced magnetic field
pulse Heff . The duration of the latter !teff is still an open
question but can be different from the FWHM of the
optical pulse. However, !teff can be estimated from the
spectrum of THz radiation generated by an Fe film when
the latter is excited by a subpicosecond visible laser pulse.
According to Ref. [19], the intensity of the THz emission
depends on the polarization of the incoming light and has
to be explained in terms of difference-frequency genera-
tion. Phenomenologically, this is very similar to the inverse
Faraday effect. Based on a half-period oscillation with the
lowest frequency in the THz spectrum [19], the maximum
!teff is about 3 ps. The pulse amplitude Heff , for a typical
pump fluence of 2:5 J=m2 and the magneto-optical con-
stant of GdFeCo (!3&105 deg=cm), reaches 20 T.
To understand this route for magnetization reversal via

such a strongly nonequilibrium state we solved the
Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch (LLB) equation. This macrospin
approach encapsulates very well the response of a set of
coupled atomic spins subjected to rapidly varying tempera-
ture changes, including the reduction of the magnitude of
M [20,21]. The temperature dependence of the anisotropy
constant Ku is introduced in the LLB equation via the
temperature dependence of the transverse susceptibility
[22]. The temperature-dependent parameters for the LLB
equation, i.e., the longitudinal and transverse susceptibili-
ties and the temperature variation of the magnetization, are
calculated atomistically using Langevin dynamics com-
bined with a Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for each
spin [22]. It is well known that, due to the small heat
capacity of electrons, optical excitation by a subpicosec-
ond laser pulse can cause heating of the electron system
well above 1000 K, whereafter the electrons equilibrate
with the lattice to a much lower temperature on a (sub)
picosecond time scale given by the electron-phonon inter-
action [13]. This laser-induced increase of the kinetic
energy (temperature) of the electrons is simulated using a
two-temperature model [23], the parameters for which
were taken to be typical for a metal [24] (electron heat
capacity Ce ¼1:8&106 J=m3 K at room temperature and
electron-phonon coupling Gel-ph ¼1:7&1018 J=Ks). The
simulations show that in the first 100 fs the electron tem-
perature Tel increases from 300 K up to T'

el and relaxes with
a time constant of 0.5 ps down to the vicinity of TC.
Simultaneously the spins experience a short pulse of effec-
tive magnetic field with amplitude Heff ¼20 T and dura-
tion !teff . The possibility of magnetization reversal under
these circumstances has been analyzed numerically for a
volume of 30&30&30 nm3. The results of the simula-

FIG. 1 (color). (a) The magnetization evolution in
Gd24Fe66:5Co9:5 after the excitation with "þ and "# circularly
polarized pulses at room temperature. The domain is initially
magnetized up (white domain) and down (black domain). The
last column shows the final state of the domains after a few
seconds. The circles show areas actually affected by pump
pulses. (b) The averaged magnetization in the switched areas
(!5 !m) after "þ and "# laser pulses, as extracted from the
images in (a) for the initial magnetization up.
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laser pulse (see Fig. 2a). Taking the difference between the images 
emphasizes the photo-magnetic changes and is used for detailed anal-
ysis. Light can lift the degeneracy between the domains by generating 
photo-induced magnetic anisotropy24. In our case, pumping the initial 
pattern of magnetic domains with a single laser pulse polarized along 
the [100] axis (φ =  0°) turns large white domains (M(L)+ ) into large 
black ones (M(L)− ). Simultaneously, small black domains (M(S)− ) turn 
into small white ones (M(S)+ ) (see Fig. 2a). The domain pattern stays 
remarkably unperturbed; only the contrast reverses. The initial state 
can be restored by pumping with a single laser pulse polarized along the 
[010] axis (φ =  90°). The recorded domains are stable for several days 
owing to the non-zero coercivity of the garnet film at room temperature 
(see Fig. 2b). The initial domain pattern can be also restored by a brief 
application of an in-plane magnetic field of the order of 80 mT. The 
symmetry of the observed all-optical switching suggests that the point 
group of the crystal is 4 (see Methods). Although it is expected that the 
point group of the (001) garnet surface is 4 mm, the actual symmetry 
can be lowered either by the magnetization component along the [001] 
axis or simply by distortions during its growth25.

The minimum pump fluence required for magnetic recording in 
YIG:Co is very sensitive to the wavelength of the pump pulse. The 
switched area estimated from the magneto-optical images is plotted  
as a function of the pump fluence for different pump wavelengths  
(see Fig. 3). The wavelength was varied within the range 1,150–1,450 nm 
(1.08− 0.86 eV), where the light resonantly excites electronic d− d tran-
sitions in Co ions26. In the studied YIG:Co film, a resonant pumping  
of the transitions in Co3+ and Co2+ ions at the tetrahedral sites 
at 1,305 nm (ħω =  0.95 eV)27 is accompanied by absorption a of 
about 12% of the light energy (Extended Data Fig. 1). The spec-
tral dependence in Fig. 3 reveals a pronounced resonant behaviour 
around this energy. It can be seen that the minimum pump fluence  
required to form a domain is about Imin =  34 mJ cm−2. This means 
that the magnetic recording is a result of absorption of about  
aImin/ħω ≈  3 ×  1016 photons per cm2. Given that the film is d =  7.5 µ m  
thick, the absorbed photons required for the switching of the 

magnetization in a given volume would be about 1019 cm−3, corre-
sponding to depositing aImin/d ≈  6 J cm−3 of heat. For instance, record-
ing a bit with size 20 nm ×  20 nm ×  10 nm would be accompanied by 
dissipations of just 22 aJ (about 5,300 kT). To the best of our knowledge, 
this is much lower than for all-optical switching of metals (10 fJ)28, 
existing hard-disk drives (10− 100 nJ)16, flash memory (10 nJ)17 or 
spin-transfer torque random-access memory (450 pJ− 100 fJ)18.

Finally, we studied ultrafast dynamics of the magnetization switch-
ing, employing time-resolved single-shot magneto-optical imaging (see 
Extended Data Fig. 2). The magnetic domains were recorded with a  
single pump pulse and imaged with a single 40-fs unfocused probe 
pulse with a central wavelength of 800 nm. After each write–read event 
the recorded domains were erased by application of an external mag-
netic field of 80 mT in the [1− 10] direction. Similarly to static magne-
to-optical imaging, reference images were taken before each pumping 
(that is, at negative time delay). This image was subtracted from that 
obtained at a given pump–probe delay. Varying the time delay ∆ t, a 
series of the magneto-optical images were obtained (see top inset in 
Fig. 4). To quantify the dynamics of the laser-induced changes we took 
an integral over the pumped area, normalized the data and plotted the 
result as a function of time delay between the pump and probe pulses. 
It can be seen that the recorded domain emerges with a characteristic 
time τ of about 20 ps and stabilizes after about 60 ps. For the record-
ing and reading out, we used just two femtosecond laser pulses; to the 
best of our knowledge this experiment is the fastest-ever write–read 
magnetic recording event9. Unlike all-optical magnetic switching in 
metals6–11, the recording in transparent dielectrics does not require any 
destruction of magnetic order and operates without ultrafast heating 
of the medium up to the Curie point.

The time of 60 ps taken for the switching is in very good agreement 
with a quarter-period of the laser-induced precession of magnetization 
in YIG:Co film (see Extended Data Fig. 3). Therefore it is reasonable to 
suggest that, unlike all-optical switching in metals9, the mechanism of 
the spin switching in garnets proceeds via the precession of the net mag-
netization. In this scenario, to switch the magnetization from the initial 
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Figure 2 | Single-pulse photo-magnetic recording. The initial 
domain structure was prepared by applying an external magnetic field 
µ0H =  80 mT along the [1− 10] axis for a few seconds. After removing this 
field a stable domain pattern was formed. The images are 200 µ m ×  200 µ m.  
The pump beam with the wavelength of 1,300 nm was focused to a spot 
130 µ m in diameter and with maximum fluence of 150 mJ cm−2. φ is the 
angle between the pump pulse polarization and the [100] axis. a, From left 
to right, the domain pattern before the laser excitation, after excitation 

with a single laser pulse polarized along the [100] axis, and subsequent 
excitation with a similar laser pulse polarized along the [010] axis.  
b, Differential changes after each of the pulse excitations and schematic 
demonstration of the ultrafast photo-magnetic recording of ‘0’ and ‘1’ 
bits with the linearly polarized pulses. c, Schematic of the switching of 
the magnetization between the two magnetic states M(L)+  and M(L)− , 
corresponding to all-optical recording of magnetic bits ‘0’ and ‘1’.

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.



First results
Experimental demonstration of artificial neural network 
using ultrafast optical control of Co/Pt thin films

Theoretical demonstration that artificial neural networks 
can simulate otherwise unsolvable nonequilibrium 
quantum dynamics of magnetic materials

A. Chakravarty, JHM, C.S. Davies, K. Yamada,
A.V. Kimel and Th. Rasing
Appl. Phys. Lett. 114, 192407 (2019) 

G. Fabiani and JHM
SciPost Physics 7, 004 (2019)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01375
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01375
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.01375
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Magneto-optical synapses

Magnetization (M)

Polarizer (P) Analyzer (A)Sample

Multiplication realized by polarization microscope
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Magneto-optical synapses

Magnetization (M)

Polarizer (P) Analyzer (A)Sample

Fullerton, Magnin, Aeschlimann et al., Science 2014
R. Medapalli et al, Phys. Rev.B 96, 224421 (2017)

Multiplication realized by polarization microscope
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Continously variable weights

Reproducible adaptation of weights with 
circularly polarized laser pulses

pulse width 4 ps, 5 pulses/packet  fluence 1.3mJ/cm2



Artificial neural network
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üRealization of opto-magnetic synapses using ultrashort 

laser pulses on Co/Pt films

ü Supervised learning with opto-magnetic synapes

ü Optimization with global feedback only

→ No external storage needed

ü Energy absorbed: 65 pJ/synapse/step (1.125 μm)

→ Extrapolates to 20 fJ/synapse/step (20 nm)

Next steps: more/smaller, implement backpropagation

Opto-magnetic neural network

Appl. Phys. Lett. 114, 192407 (2019) 



Physical limits of computing

AOS: Stanciu et al. PRL 2007
PMR: A. Stupakiewicz et al., Nature 2017 
NM: J. Hong et al., Sci. Adv. 2016 

! = ℎ/4&L~100 fs

&ex = /ex 1⃗11⃗2 ~ 20 meV

&L = 3B5 ln 2 = 3 zJ = 20 meV

interaction range 89: ~ nm

/ex

89:
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1. Introduction

Ordering of microscopic spins in magnetic materials origi-
nates from the exchange interaction Jex, the strongest inter-
action in magnetism, which exceeds the strength of external 
magnetic fields by orders of magnitude. On a fundamen-
tal level, exchange interactions emerge from the repulsive 
Coulomb interactions between electrons and are most sensi-
tive to electronic perturbations. This fact implies intriguing 
possibilities for the ultrafast control of magnetism by femto-
second laser pulses, which is a very active research field ini-
tiated two decades ago with the ground breaking discovery 
of sub-picosecond demagnetization of ferromagnetic Ni by a 
60 femtosecond laser pulse [1] and the observation of laser-
induced ferromagnetic [2] and antiferromagnetic resonance 

[3], followed by the observation of all-optical switching in 
ferrimagnetic GdFeCo alloys [4–7] and subsequently the 
highly intriguing observation of distinct dynamics between 
exchange coupled spins in different magnetic sublattices [8–
10]. Moreover, a further stimulus to the field was given by the 
demonstration of helicity dependent all-optical switching in 
ferromagnetic multilayers [11], which are materials of great 
interest for magnetic data storage and, very recently, by the 
demonstration of all-optical magnetic recording in transparent 
ferrimagnetic oxides [12], enabling magnetic recording that 
is both ultrafast and takes place at unprecedentedly low heat 
load.

All the above experiments can be understood by account-
ing for (a combination of) laser-induced heating, generation 
of effective opto-magnetic fields and/or optical perturba-
tions to the magnetic anisotropy, but do not directly provide 
indications for time-independent exchange interactions. 
Interestingly, however, considerable experimental evidence 
has been has been presented as well for dynamical exchange 
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Control Jex in Mott-Hubbard systems
• Photo-doping
• Non-resonant driving

Manipulation of magnetism
• Excitation of spin precession
• Ultrafast cooling`
• Effective time-reversal
• Time-resolved two-magnon dynamics
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Effective low-energy Hamiltonian

Hilbert space

Low-energy High-energy

Projectors P1 = 1� P0P0

H = Hkin(t) + V
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Light-perturbation to Jex
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Nonequilibrium DMFT

the application of the field with a frequency below (above) gap.
The frequency o¼ 3 in Fig. 2a is far from the resonance oEU ,
and we observe that DJc

ex " 0 after the pulse, demonstrating the
reversibility of the effect. Conversely, the driving frequency
o¼ 12 in Fig. 2b is chosen close to the edge of the upper
Hubbard band where we observe significant absorption and
transient behaviour after the pulse. Hence, although the exchange
interaction is modified in this case as well, the effect is not
reversible. Note also that the time reached in the present
simulations is too short for the photoexcited carriers to relax,
hence a description in terms of a quasi-stationary photo-doped
state discussed earlier15 is not yet valid.

A quantitative comparison with the Floquet theory is shown in
the bottom panel of Fig. 2, where the ‘driving susceptibility’
DJex=ðJexE2Þ for E ! 0 is plotted as a function of the driving
frequency. Solid discs show the DMFT results as obtained by a
linear fit through the dependence of the ratio DJex(t)/Jex on E2 at
its maximum. Dashed and solid lines show the results based on
the perturbative Floquet formula (equation (3)) and the full
Floquet spectrum (non-perturbative in t0/U ), evaluated from the
derivative dJex=dE2 at E¼ 0. As expected, in the vicinity of the
band edge (|o% U |B2), strong deviation is found since band

absorption is not captured in a cluster picture. Away from the
band edge, however, the frequency dependence matches very well,
being even in quantitative agreement for the lowest frequencies
below gap. This demonstrates the usefulness of the Floquet theory
for understanding how off-resonant periodic driving modifies the
exchange interaction in extended condensed matter systems by
photo-assisted hopping.

One-dimensional quantum spin dynamics. An intriguing pre-
diction of the Floquet analysis is the existence of amplitude and
frequency ranges in which the exchange coupling becomes FM.
Such a sign-change of Jex cannot cause a transition to a FM state
since the Hubbard model equation (1) conserves the total spin.
However, even if the system remains AFM, a change of sign of Jex
by periodic driving allows for a very non-trivial and unique way
to control the spin dynamics, namely, to reverse the time evo-
lution of the undriven system. Such time reversal can be antici-
pated by considering a pure Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
Hex ¼ Jex

P
ijh i SiSj, which gives an accurate description of the

low-energy spin dynamics in the half-filled Hubbard model at
U & t0 if the system is not electronically excited. In the absence
of driving, the propagation over a time interval t is given by the
evolution operator UAFM ¼ exp % iHextð Þ. Such evolution can
exactly be reversed by the propagation with an exchange inter-
action J 0ex of opposite sign over a time interval t0 ¼ Jex=J 0ex

!! !!t,
since for the FM time evolution operator we have
UFM ¼ exp % iH0ext0

" #
¼ exp þiHextð Þ ¼ U % 1

AFM, that is, the two
time evolution operators are exactly inverse to each other.

To demonstrate that periodic driving of the Hubbard model at
large U indeed yields the anticipated time reversal of the spin
degrees of freedom, we consider a chain of L¼ 10 sites and
compute the dynamics using exact diagonalization techniques
(see Methods). The system is initially prepared in a classical Néel

state cy1"c
y
2#c
y
3"::: 0j i and is evolved under the unperturbed

Hamiltonian (1). In a quantum Heisenberg model, the classical
Néel state is a highly excited state the energy of which exceeds the
thermal energy at the Néel temperature, such that no remanent
long-range order is expected at long times, apart from finite size
effects. In one dimension, not even the ground state displays
long-range order. As a consequence of the spin-flip terms
Jex Sþi S%iþ1þS%i Sþiþ1

" #
in the effective AFM Heisenberg model,

we thus observe a rapid decay of the total staggered magnetization
M ¼ 1

L

PL
i¼1 % 1ð Þiþ1 ni"% ni#

$ %
(Fig. 3b). After this initial free

evolution to a state where long-range order is suppressed, we
ramp on a time-periodic electric field (Fig. 3a), with Floquet
amplitude E¼ 3:4 and frequency o/U ¼ 0.6 such that the Floquet
theory for a two-site model predicts a reversal of the exchange
coupling. Under the periodic driving, one indeed observes a near
perfect reversal of the dynamics of M(t) in Fig. 3b, which almost
completely recovers to the initial value M(t¼ 0) around tE100.
Subsequently, M(t) is reduced again by further evolution in the
reverse direction, as a consequence of the spin-flip terms in the
FM model. This continues until the field is ramped off, after
which one observes that the free evolution brings the system
again back to the initial state, from which the same rapid decay of
M(t) is observed as for the initial free evolution. Hence, we
conclude that the periodic driving allows for a reversible control
of the spin dynamics for the timescale considered in our
simulations. This is further confirmed by the time evolution of
the total double occupation d ¼

PL
i¼1 ni"ni#
$ %

, which has the
same mean value before and after the driving, demonstrating that
electronic excitations due to the driving are negligible. The weak
oscillations in d(t) are caused by switching on the hopping at
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Figure 2 | Laser-induced modification of the exchange interaction. (a,b)
Time-dependent change of the exchange interaction (DJex, thick lines)
during the action of a laser pulse, for driving frequencies o¼ 3 (a) and
o¼ 12 (b) below and above the Mott gap, respectively. Different colours
correspond to results obtained with different amplitude E0 of the electric
field, increasing from light to dark. Thin lines show the time dependence of
the electric field (E-field). Numerical results were obtained using dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT) for the hyper-cubic lattice at U¼ 10 and initial

temperature T¼0.025. (c) The driving susceptibility DJex=ðJexE2Þ for
E ! 0 for frequencies above (blue, right vertical axis) and below gap (red,
left vertical axis), obtained from DMFT for the hyper-cubic lattice (disks),
from the numerical Floquet spectrum of a two-site Hubbard cluster (solid
lines), and from the perturbative result equation (3) (dashed lines). The
inset illustrates the canted geometry of the two sub-lattice magnetizations
S1,2 (black arrows) induced by a static transverse magnetic field Bx (grey

arrow). In equilibrium, the effective magnetic field B0
1 (green arrow) is

collinear with S1. A modification of the exchange interaction (DJex) would
rotate the effective field (light blue arrow) with respect to S1 causing the
excitation of a spin resonance. In the DMFT calculations, DJex is computed
from the observed spin precession in this canted geometry.
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the application of the field with a frequency below (above) gap.
The frequency o¼ 3 in Fig. 2a is far from the resonance oEU ,
and we observe that DJc

ex " 0 after the pulse, demonstrating the
reversibility of the effect. Conversely, the driving frequency
o¼ 12 in Fig. 2b is chosen close to the edge of the upper
Hubbard band where we observe significant absorption and
transient behaviour after the pulse. Hence, although the exchange
interaction is modified in this case as well, the effect is not
reversible. Note also that the time reached in the present
simulations is too short for the photoexcited carriers to relax,
hence a description in terms of a quasi-stationary photo-doped
state discussed earlier15 is not yet valid.

A quantitative comparison with the Floquet theory is shown in
the bottom panel of Fig. 2, where the ‘driving susceptibility’
DJex=ðJexE2Þ for E ! 0 is plotted as a function of the driving
frequency. Solid discs show the DMFT results as obtained by a
linear fit through the dependence of the ratio DJex(t)/Jex on E2 at
its maximum. Dashed and solid lines show the results based on
the perturbative Floquet formula (equation (3)) and the full
Floquet spectrum (non-perturbative in t0/U ), evaluated from the
derivative dJex=dE2 at E¼ 0. As expected, in the vicinity of the
band edge (|o% U |B2), strong deviation is found since band

absorption is not captured in a cluster picture. Away from the
band edge, however, the frequency dependence matches very well,
being even in quantitative agreement for the lowest frequencies
below gap. This demonstrates the usefulness of the Floquet theory
for understanding how off-resonant periodic driving modifies the
exchange interaction in extended condensed matter systems by
photo-assisted hopping.

One-dimensional quantum spin dynamics. An intriguing pre-
diction of the Floquet analysis is the existence of amplitude and
frequency ranges in which the exchange coupling becomes FM.
Such a sign-change of Jex cannot cause a transition to a FM state
since the Hubbard model equation (1) conserves the total spin.
However, even if the system remains AFM, a change of sign of Jex
by periodic driving allows for a very non-trivial and unique way
to control the spin dynamics, namely, to reverse the time evo-
lution of the undriven system. Such time reversal can be antici-
pated by considering a pure Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
Hex ¼ Jex

P
ijh i SiSj, which gives an accurate description of the

low-energy spin dynamics in the half-filled Hubbard model at
U & t0 if the system is not electronically excited. In the absence
of driving, the propagation over a time interval t is given by the
evolution operator UAFM ¼ exp % iHextð Þ. Such evolution can
exactly be reversed by the propagation with an exchange inter-
action J 0ex of opposite sign over a time interval t0 ¼ Jex=J 0ex

!! !!t,
since for the FM time evolution operator we have
UFM ¼ exp % iH0ext0

" #
¼ exp þiHextð Þ ¼ U % 1

AFM, that is, the two
time evolution operators are exactly inverse to each other.

To demonstrate that periodic driving of the Hubbard model at
large U indeed yields the anticipated time reversal of the spin
degrees of freedom, we consider a chain of L¼ 10 sites and
compute the dynamics using exact diagonalization techniques
(see Methods). The system is initially prepared in a classical Néel

state cy1"c
y
2#c
y
3"::: 0j i and is evolved under the unperturbed

Hamiltonian (1). In a quantum Heisenberg model, the classical
Néel state is a highly excited state the energy of which exceeds the
thermal energy at the Néel temperature, such that no remanent
long-range order is expected at long times, apart from finite size
effects. In one dimension, not even the ground state displays
long-range order. As a consequence of the spin-flip terms
Jex Sþi S%iþ1þS%i Sþiþ1

" #
in the effective AFM Heisenberg model,

we thus observe a rapid decay of the total staggered magnetization
M ¼ 1

L

PL
i¼1 % 1ð Þiþ1 ni"% ni#

$ %
(Fig. 3b). After this initial free

evolution to a state where long-range order is suppressed, we
ramp on a time-periodic electric field (Fig. 3a), with Floquet
amplitude E¼ 3:4 and frequency o/U ¼ 0.6 such that the Floquet
theory for a two-site model predicts a reversal of the exchange
coupling. Under the periodic driving, one indeed observes a near
perfect reversal of the dynamics of M(t) in Fig. 3b, which almost
completely recovers to the initial value M(t¼ 0) around tE100.
Subsequently, M(t) is reduced again by further evolution in the
reverse direction, as a consequence of the spin-flip terms in the
FM model. This continues until the field is ramped off, after
which one observes that the free evolution brings the system
again back to the initial state, from which the same rapid decay of
M(t) is observed as for the initial free evolution. Hence, we
conclude that the periodic driving allows for a reversible control
of the spin dynamics for the timescale considered in our
simulations. This is further confirmed by the time evolution of
the total double occupation d ¼

PL
i¼1 ni"ni#
$ %

, which has the
same mean value before and after the driving, demonstrating that
electronic excitations due to the driving are negligible. The weak
oscillations in d(t) are caused by switching on the hopping at
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Figure 2 | Laser-induced modification of the exchange interaction. (a,b)
Time-dependent change of the exchange interaction (DJex, thick lines)
during the action of a laser pulse, for driving frequencies o¼ 3 (a) and
o¼ 12 (b) below and above the Mott gap, respectively. Different colours
correspond to results obtained with different amplitude E0 of the electric
field, increasing from light to dark. Thin lines show the time dependence of
the electric field (E-field). Numerical results were obtained using dynamical
mean-field theory (DMFT) for the hyper-cubic lattice at U¼ 10 and initial

temperature T¼0.025. (c) The driving susceptibility DJex=ðJexE2Þ for
E ! 0 for frequencies above (blue, right vertical axis) and below gap (red,
left vertical axis), obtained from DMFT for the hyper-cubic lattice (disks),
from the numerical Floquet spectrum of a two-site Hubbard cluster (solid
lines), and from the perturbative result equation (3) (dashed lines). The
inset illustrates the canted geometry of the two sub-lattice magnetizations
S1,2 (black arrows) induced by a static transverse magnetic field Bx (grey

arrow). In equilibrium, the effective magnetic field B0
1 (green arrow) is

collinear with S1. A modification of the exchange interaction (DJex) would
rotate the effective field (light blue arrow) with respect to S1 causing the
excitation of a spin resonance. In the DMFT calculations, DJex is computed
from the observed spin precession in this canted geometry.
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Quantum spin dynamics in solid state
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macroscopic magnetic order of an ideal Heisenberg
antiferromagnet is conveniently described in terms of the
antiferromagnetic vector L, which is the order parameter18 and
is defined as

L¼
X

i

hŜ*i i"
X

j

hŜ+j i ¼ S*" S+ ð2Þ

where S* and S+ are the total spins of the two sublattices
(Fig. 1a). Our considerations about the dynamics of the spin
system triggered by the impulsive excitation of the 2M mode are
based on the approximation of non-interacting magnons. In
this framework it is straightforward to demonstrate that the
z-projection of L has the same time dependence as the spin-
correlation function, at the leading terms in the magnon
operators (equations (11) and (12)). Here z is the direction
parallel to the spins in equilibrium. The dynamics of Lz, at the
leading order in the excitation intensity, is given by

DLzðtÞpA sinðo2MtÞ ð3Þ
where o2M is the frequency of the 2M mode and A is the
amplitude. Equation (3) describes a purely longitudinal,
non-precessional, dynamics of the antiferromagnetic vector
(see Supplementary Note 2 for the complete derivation).
Therefore, by detecting the femtosecond dynamics of the ALD,
we access the time evolution of the macroscopic order parameter
via the spin-correlation function, which ultimately defines also
the dynamics of the exchange energy.

Femtosecond dynamics of the magnetic system. Figure 2a shows
the typical result of a time-resolved measurement of the laser-
induced spin dynamics. The transient rotation of the probe
polarization shows oscillations in time with a period of E45 fs
(that is, a frequency of E22 THz) that are damped on a 500-fs
timescale. The oscillatory dynamics is superimposed on an
incoherent increase of the background, as it is clear from the
difference between the time trace and the zero line at longer
delays (4500 fs). The spectrum of the oscillation measured in the
time-domain experiment closely matches the 2M mode as
measured by spontaneous Raman. To definitely assess the nature
of the 22 THz mode, we performed temperature-dependent
measurements (Fig. 3a) and we compared the temperature
dependence of the time-domain signal with that of the sponta-
neous Raman spectra of the 2M bound state (Fig. 3b,c). Figure 3
shows that the frequency and the lifetime of the pump-induced
oscillations decrease as the Néel point is approached, in qualita-
tive and quantitative agreement with spontaneous Raman
data6,14. Thus, Fig. 2a unambiguosly reveals the femtosecond spin
dynamics triggered by the impulsive excitation of the 2M mode in
KNiF3, which is not accessible with any other experimental
approach.
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Figure 1 | 2M mode and experimental configuration. (a) The 2M
excitation is equivalent to a spin-flip event per sublattice. Thus, the
magnetization of each sublattice (S* and S+ , represented by the two red
arrows with opposite orientation) and, therefore, the antiferromagnetic
vector (Lz, blue arrow) is decreased in the excited state. The sum of the
spins of the two sublattices, thus the total magnetization, vanishes both in
the ground and in the excited state. (b) Schematic representation of the
experimental geometry. The pump (green pulse) photon energy was tuned
to 2.2 eV in the transparency window of the material. This choice avoided
contributions of laser-heated electrons and phonons to the spin dynamics19.
The central photon energy of the probe beam (red pulse) was 1.3 eV. The
arrows indicates the direction of propagation of the two laser beams.
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Figure 2 | Laser-induced dynamics of the antiferromagnetic vector.
(a) The transient rotation of the probe polarization was measured with the
electric fields of the pump and the probe beams linearly polarized along the
z and x axes, respectively. The pump fluence was set to E8.6 mJ cm" 2.
The corresponding dynamics of Lz (blue arrows) is schematically
represented. When the pump pulses impinge on the sample (0 delay)
Lz decreases, due to the generation of magnons. At positive delays,
oscillations at the frequency of the 2M mode are visible (equation (3)). The
black line is a fit to the data (equation (13)). (b) The phase of the oscillation
is shifted by p when the orientation of the electric field of the probe (EProbe)
is rotated by 90!. The pump beam was linearly polarized along the z axis,
the fluence was set to E12 mJ cm" 2. The measurements reported in both
panels were performed at 80 K.
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Magnon-pair description
Holstein-Primakov + Bougoliubov transform
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Theory of impulsively stimulated two-magnon Raman scattering (2MISRS)
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(Dated: July 20, 2016)

I. 2M EXCITATION BY MODIFICATION OF EXCHANGE

To gain insight in 2M dynamics we focus on a prototype
Heisenberg antiferromagnet described by the one-parameter
Hamiltonian

H0 = J

X

hi, ji

Si · S j. (1)

Here J > 0 is the exchange interaction strength and Si is the
spin operator at site i. As follows from a symmetry analy-
sis, [1–3], the light-matter interaction relevant to 2M Raman
scattering takes the form:

�H =
X

hi, ji

�Ji j(êin · r̂i j)(êsc · r̂i j) Si · S j. (2)

Here êin and êsc are unit polarization vectors specifying the
direction of the incident and scattered electric field, respec-
tively, and r̂i j = ri j/|ri j| is the unit vector connecting nearest-
neighbor lattice sites. �Ji j / E

2 is a constant proportional
to the square of the electric field magnitude E. It is well-
known that �Ji j can be interpreted as light-induced modifi-
cation to the exchange interactions [1]. In Appendix A we
derive Eq. (2) from the electronic Hubbard model on the sim-
ple cubic lattice. In this case, the dominant contribution stems
from parallel incident and scattered fields [24], such that the
polarization-dependent part becomes (ê · r̂i j)2, with ê = E/E,
and �Ji j = (ê · r̂i j)2�J can be computed analytically [4, 5],
yielding:

�J =
t
2
0

2U

!2
E

2

U2 � !2 (3)

with E = eaE/~! the dimensionless driving strength, ! the
laser frequency and a = |ri j| the lattice spacing, while t0 and
U are the kinetic and interaction energy of the electrons, re-
spectively. We emphasize that for the cubic lattice the light-
induced perturbation to the total exchange energy h�Hi is in-
dependent on ê, as follows by summing (ê·r̂i j)2

hSi ·S ji over all
bonds. Therefore, perturbation of J in canted antiferromag-
nets gives rise to one-magnon excitation independent of the
light polarization [6]. Such 1M scattering, however, is absent
in the collinear case that has our interest here, since the per-
turbation of exchange interactions gives no torque for parallel
spins. Instead, as follows from Eq. (2), the excitation of the
2M mode is polarization dependent and as we will see, the 2M
mode can be understood as oscillations between di↵erent parts
of the isotropic Heisenberg exchange energy, which compete
to form a ground state dressed by quantum fluctations.

To understand why a light-induced modification of ex-
change interactions causes excitation of the 2M mode, we first

recapitulate a few well known results for the ground state of
the quantum antiferromagnet. Following [7, 8], our ideology
is to compute weak deviations from the classical Neel state,
which we express by introducing Holstein-Primako↵ bosons
for sublattice A and B:

S
+
Ai
=

p

2S

 
1 �

a
†
i
ai

2S

!1/2

ai, S
�
Ai
=

p

2S a
†
i

 
1 �

a
†
i
ai

2S

!1/2

,

S
z

Ai
= S � a

†
i
ai, (4)

S
+
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p
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i
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i
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2S

!1/2

, S
�
Bi
=

p

2S

 
1 �

b
†
i
bi

2S

!1/2

bi,

S
z

Bi
= �S + b

†
i
bi. (5)

Attempting to obtain magnon states we introduce the Fourier
transforms:

a
†
k =

r
2
N

X

k
e
�ik·Ri a

†
i

a
†
i
=

r
2
N

X

k
e

ik·Ri a
†
k, (6)

b
†
k =

r
2
N

X

k
e
�ik·Ri b

†
i

b
†
i
=

r
2
N

X

k
e

ik·Ri b
†
k. (7)

Here the factor
p

2/N appears since the magnetic Brillouin
zone contains only N/2 k-vectors, with N the number of sites
in the original lattice. After these transformations the har-
monic part of H0 becomes

H0 ⇡�
zJN

2
S

2 (8)

+ zJS

X

k

h
�k(akb�k + b

†
ka

†
�k) + (a†kak + b

†
kbk)

i
,

where �k =
1
z

P
� exp(ik · �) depends on the lattice geometry

owing to the sum over nearest-neighbor bonds �. Due to the
nearest-neighbor coupling between the sublattices A, B, the
operators ak, bk do not diagonalize H0. The physical magnons
are therefore obtained by a Bogoliubov transformation:

ak = uk↵k + vk�
†
�k, (9)

bk = uk�k + vk↵
†
�k. (10)

Requiring the Bose commutation relations [↵k,↵
†
k] = 1,

[�k, �
†
k] = 1 implies u

2
k � v

2
k = 1 and we can choose sym-

=
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2

metric and real coe�cients uk = u�k, vk = v�k, yielding

H0 ⇡�
zJN

2
S (S + 1) (11)

+ zJS

X

k

�
u

2
k + u

2
k + 2ukuk�k

� h
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†
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The coe�cients uk, vk of the transformation are now chosen
such that the o↵-diagonal terms vanish:

�k(u2
k + v

2
k) + 2ukvk = 0, (12)

yielding the diagonal form

H0 ⇡ �
zJN

2
S (S + 1) +

X

k
!k

h
↵†k↵k + �

†
k�k + 1

i
(13)

!k ⌘ zJS
�
u

2
k + v

2
k + 2ukvk�k

�
= zJS

q
1 � �2

k. (14)

We emphasize that, opposed to the ferromagnetic Heisenberg
model, the ground state of Eq. (1) for J > 0 is dressed by
quantum fluctuations. This is directly related to the fact that
the Neel state is not the true ground state of the Heisenberg
antiferromagnet. In particular, from the above results it fol-
lows that the ground state energy E0 = hH0i is reduced below
the Neel energy EN = �zJNS

2/2:

E0 = �
zJN

2
S (S + ⇣), (15)

⇣ =
2
N

X

k

✓
1 �

q
1 � �2

k

◆
, 0 < ⇣ < 1, (16)

and the local magnetization is reduced below the classical
value: hS z

Ai
i = �hS

z

B j
i = S � �S , where

�S =
1
N

X

k
v

2
k =

1
2N

X

k

"
1p

1 � �2
k

� 1

#
(17)

These well-known textbook results for the quantum e↵ects in
the ground state of the quantum antiferromagnet [7, 8], play
a crucial for the 2M dynamics that we will discuss in Sec. II.
Next, we similarly transform the light-induced perturbation
�H. This produces equivalent results with the replacement

�k ! ⇠k =
1
z

X

�

(ê · �̂)2 exp(ik · �). (18)

Using Eq. (12) we write this as

�H ⇡�
z�JN

2
S (S + 1) (19)

+
X
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where

�!k = z�JS
�
u

2
k + v

2
k
�

(1 � �k⇠k) (20)

Vk = z�JS
�
u

2
k + v

2
k
�

(⇠k � �k) . (21)

Hence we observe that in general H0 and �H0 cannot be simul-
taneously diagonalized. Therefore, under the presence light-
induced perturbations to the exchange interactions, the terms
↵k��k + ↵

†
k�

†
�k remain which can annihilate or create two-

magnon pairs with opposite k. The linear dependence of Vk
on ⇠k exemplifies the dependence of the 2M excitation on the
orientation of the electric field. In particular, for ⇠k = �k no
magnons are excited. For the simple cubic lattice this con-
dition is satisfied when the electric field is along one of the
body diagonals such that for all bonds ê · �̂ = 1. Indeed, in
this case we observe already in the untransformed situation
that [H0, �H] = 0 and no dynamics can be induced upon start-
ing in the ground state, a condition which is preserved in the
harmonic approximation employed here.

II. IMPULSIVE 2M EXCITATION

Next we are interested in the impulsive excitation of the
2M mode (Impulsively Stimulated Raman Scattering of the
2M mode, 2MISRS). Strictly this goes beyond the periodic
electric fields that where used to derive �H. Nevertheless,
when the electric field pulse contains many cycles, such that
the amplitude E(t) varies slowly as compared to the frequency
((@tE)/! ⌧ 1), it is permissible to use the above formulas
with E ! E(t), such that the Hamiltonian becomes time-
dependent as �H(t) ⇠ E

2(t). Furthermore, when the pulse
width ⌧ is short compared to the oscillation period of the
magnetic modes, ⌧!k  ⌧Jex/~ ⌧ 1, the dynamics of the
magnetic system after the pulse has left can be described
by the Dirac �-function, replacing E

2(t) ! ⌧Ē2�(t), where
⌧Ē2 =

R
E

2(t) dt.
To facilitate a simple physical picture, below we will map

the calculation of the 2MISRS on a collection of elemen-
tary two-level systems. Similar as in the existing descriptions
[3, 9, 10], we neglect magnon-magnon interactions for sim-
plicity such that we deal with two independent sets of har-
monic oscillators in k-space (both for ↵k and �k). Then, we
can expand the time-dependent wave functions on the two-
magnon basis states

|2ki = | ki↵|� ki� = ↵†k�
†
�k|0i (22)

which are product states of single magnon states and write the
wave function of the system as

| (t)i =
X

k
ck(t)|0i + dk(t)|2ki. (23)

Assuming that the system is initially in the ground state | (t =
0)i = |0i, with h (0)| (0)i = h0|0i = 1, the initial values for
the time-dependent coe�cients can be chosen as ck(0) = c0 =p

2/N and dk(0) = 0, independent of k [25]. We then get a
two-level system for each k that is characterized by

h0|H0 � E0|0i = 0,
h2k|H0 � E0|2ki = E2k � E0 = !k + !�k = 2!k, (24)
h0|�H|2ki = h2k|�H|0i⇤ = Vk.
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Free dynamics (ΔJ=0 → Vk=0)
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Longitudinal dynamics at frequencies  2!k

Ising and spin-flip terms play role of kinetic and potential energy



Non-classical magnon dynamics
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Interaction representation

Ground state wave function

Two-particle coherence: entangled magnons

D. Bossini, E.V. Gomonay, J.H. Mentink, et al., 
PRB 100, 024428 (2019) Editor’s suggestion
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• Perturbation of Jex causes excitation of magnon-pairs

Non-classical magnon dynamics

• Femtosecond quantum spin dynamics in antiferromagnets
• ℏω2M > kBT: survives at Tambient

• Quantum oscillators for every k
→ Large ensemble nano-oscillators
→ Non-linear? Synchronization? 

J.H. Mentink et al., Nat. Commun 2015
J.H. Mentink JPCM 2017
D. Bossini, E.V. Gomonay, J.H. Mentink, et al., PRB 100, 024428 (2019)
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• Perturbation of Jex causes excitation of magnon-pairs

Non-classical magnon dynamics

• Femtosecond quantum spin dynamics in antiferromagnets
• ℏω2M > kBT: survives at Tambient

• Quantum oscillators for every k
→ Large ensemble nano-oscillators
→ Non-linear? Synchronization? 

J.H. Mentink et al., Nat. Commun 2015
J.H. Mentink JPCM 2017
D. Bossini, E.V. Gomonay, J.H. Mentink, et al., PRB 100, 024428 (2019)

Nanoscale

Ultrafast Nanoscale Quantum Magnonics

hSi(t)Sj(t)i � hSi(0)Sj(0)i
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Quantum Many-Body Problem

H0 = J

X

hiji

Si · Sj , J = 2t20/UMinimal model: 2D Heisenberg model

Challenge:  non-local correlations both in space and time!

i"#Ψ t = ℋ t Ψ t impossible for large systems

Existing variational algortihms
(DMRG, MPS, PEPS…) 

capture area-law entanglement

fail with large entanglement
(high-dimension, dynamics)
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Machine learning, one of today’s most rapidly growing interdisciplinary fields, promises an
unprecedented perspective for solving intricate quantum many-body problems. Understanding the physical
aspects of the representative artificial neural-network states has recently become highly desirable in the
applications of machine-learning techniques to quantum many-body physics. In this paper, we explore the
data structures that encode the physical features in the network states by studying the quantum
entanglement properties, with a focus on the restricted-Boltzmann-machine (RBM) architecture. We
prove that the entanglement entropy of all short-range RBM states satisfies an area law for arbitrary
dimensions and bipartition geometry. For long-range RBM states, we show by using an exact construction
that such states could exhibit volume-law entanglement, implying a notable capability of RBM in
representing quantum states with massive entanglement. Strikingly, the neural-network representation for
these states is remarkably efficient, in the sense that the number of nonzero parameters scales only linearly
with the system size. We further examine the entanglement properties of generic RBM states by randomly
sampling the weight parameters of the RBM. We find that their averaged entanglement entropy obeys
volume-law scaling, and the meantime strongly deviates from the Page entropy of the completely random
pure states. We show that their entanglement spectrum has no universal part associated with random matrix
theory and bears a Poisson-type level statistics. Using reinforcement learning, we demonstrate that RBM is
capable of finding the ground state (with power-law entanglement) of a model Hamiltonian with a long-
range interaction. In addition, we show, through a concrete example of the one-dimensional symmetry-
protected topological cluster states, that the RBM representation may also be used as a tool to analytically
compute the entanglement spectrum. Our results uncover the unparalleled power of artificial neural
networks in representing quantum many-body states regardless of how much entanglement they possess,
which paves a novel way to bridge computer-science-based machine-learning techniques to outstanding
quantum condensed-matter physics problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the behavior of quantum many-body
systems beyond the standard mean-field paradigm is a
central (and daunting) task in condensed-matter physics.
One challenge lies in the exponential scaling of the Hilbert
space dimension [1–3]. In principle, a complete description
of a generic many-body state requires an exponential
amount of information, rendering the problem unattainable,

even numerically. Fortunately, physical states usually only
access a tiny corner of the entire Hilbert space and can often
be characterized with much less classical resources.
Constructing efficient representations of such states is thus
of crucial importance in tackling quantum many-body
problems. Notable examples include quantum states with
area-law entanglement [4], such as ground states of local
gapped Hamiltonians [5] or the eigenstates of many-body
localized systems [6], which can efficiently be represented
in terms of matrix product states (MPS) [7–9] or tensor-
network states, in general [10–12]. These compact repre-
sentations of quantum states play a vital role and are
indispensable for tackling a variety of many-body problems
ranging from the classification of topological phases
[13,14] to the construction of the AdS/CFT correspondence
[15,16]. In addition, they are also the backbones of a
number of efficient classical algorithms for solving intricate
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if ðLx=2Þ < z1 ≤ Lx. Following the proof of theorem 2, it is
straightforward to verify that the entanglement entropy for
any small regular contiguous subregion A scales linearly
with the volume of A and is maximal, SAα ¼ NA log 2. Here,
NA denotes the number of qubits inside region A.
We mention that similar constructions carry over to

higher dimensions straightforwardly. For a system defined
on a simple cubic lattice in d dimensions with N ¼ Ld

qubits, our construction requires M ¼ ½ð2dþ 1Þ=2&Ld −
dLd−1 hidden neurons and 3M nonzero weight parameters.
Both the number of hidden neurons and the number of
parameters scale only linearly with the system size. In
contrast, if we express these RBM states in terms of MPS or
tensor networks, the bond dimension will grow exponen-
tially with the system size, and the problem quickly
becomes intractable. This result explicitly demonstrates a
unique advantage of RBMs in representing quantum many-
body states with massive entanglement.

B. Entanglement benchmarking

For a general RBM state with long-range connections,
the entanglement entropy cannot be calculated analytically.
We thus resort to numerical simulations. We study the
entanglement properties of RBM states with random
weight parameters. We consider a 1D system with N
qubits. The corresponding RBM has N visible and M
hidden neurons, with the weight parameters chosen ran-
domly and independently. For each random sample, we

numerically calculate the coefficients for all possible spin
configurations (there are 2N configurations) and normalize
them to obtain the corresponding quantum state in the
computational basis. We then make an equal bipartition and
calculate the reduced density matrix ρA for the A sub-
system. We diagonalize ρA to compute the desired entan-
glement entropy and spectrum. The number of samples
used for numerics ranges from 106 (N ¼ 6) to 103

(N ¼ 22). We mention that although we focus only on
1D systems, some entanglement features discovered here
should carry over to higher dimensions as well. Extensive
higher-dimensional RMB-based numerics are left for future
studies.
In Fig. 4(a), we plot the averaged entanglement entropy

scaling with different system sizes. When γ is small (γ ¼ 1,
2, 3), we find that the averaged entanglement entropy scales
linearly with the system size—a volume law (this is another
indication that entanglement is not the limiting factor for
the RBMs in representing quantum many-body states).
Here, γ ¼ M=N denotes the ratio between the number of
hidden and visible neurons. However, when γ increases, the
entanglement apparently bends downwards and seems to
saturate at largeN. This result seems surprising at first sight
because an increase of γ means an increase in the number of
connections between visible neurons, and intuitively, the
entanglement should increase as well. In fact, the bending
of the curve at large γ may be understood by looking at the
original RBM representation in Eq. (1). Since we choose
Wkk0 randomly, on average ΦMðΞ;ΩÞ will become less and
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FIG. 4. Entanglement scaling and distributions of neural-network states with random weight parameters. (a) The averaged von
Neumann entropy SA1 . For small γ (γ ¼ M=N denoting the ratio between the number of hidden and visible neurons), SA1 scales linearly
with the system size, indicating a volume-law entanglement. However, SA1 tends to saturate when γ becomes large (γ ¼ 4). Moreover, for
all γ values studied, SA1 deviates significantly from the Page value for the entanglement entropy averaged over random pure states.
(b) The entanglement distribution of SA1 for different γ. The peak shifts to the left as γ increases, which is consistent with the observation
that the averaged SA1 decreases as we increase γ. Here, the system size is chosen to be L ¼ 20, and we have used 104 random samples.
The inset shows SA1 as a function of γ for different system sizes. Note that SA1 reaches its maximal value at γ' ≈ 0.7. However, even this
maximal value of SA1 is still noticeably smaller than the Page value for random states. (c) The scaling of the Rényi entropy with the
system size. The second-order Rényi entropy SA2 behaves similarly to the von Neumann entropy SA1 . The inset shows the results for S

A
1=2.

For simplicity, we have chosen the on-site potentials ak (k ∈ ½1; N&) andbk0 (k0 ∈ ½1;M&Þ to be zero. The connection weight parameters
Wkk0 are complex numbers randomly drawn from uniform distributions with ReðWkk0Þ ∈ ½−3=N; 3=N& and ImðWkk0Þ ∈ ½−π ; π &.
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§ Reduction from 2" to #$ parameters.
§ Wavefunction based: no memory 

limitation on accessible simulation time
§ Simulate dynamics of non-local

correlations in systems relevant for
magnetic materials



Neural Quantum States
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Dynamics
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Probability of Neural Network as variational Ansatz for wave function
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Here: apply NQS to study dynamics of magnon pairs



NQS vs ED (4x4)
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NQS vs ED (4x4)

§ Pronounced damping for small !
§ Systematic improvement with increasing !
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Comparison interacting magnon theory
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RPA results from Lorenzana and Sawatsky, PRB 52, 8576 (1995)

G. Fabiani, J.H. Mentink SciPost Phys. 7, 004 (2019)
https://github.com/ultrafast-code/ULTRAFAST



Entanglement and spin correlations

How to measure entanglement?

[1] V. Alba, P. Calabrese, SciPost Phys. 4, 017 (2018)

1D systems: direct link between spreading of correlations 
and entanglement [1]

XXZ chain !" #$ = 1
1 − ( log(Tr #$

")
Renyi entropy (γ=2) 

A and B not entangled: 
SA=0 (product state)

A B



Entanglement and spin correlations

2D systems: 2x2 system
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Suggests direct link between entanglement 
dynamics and nearest-neighbor spin correlations!
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General result: 

How to measure entanglement?



Entanglement and spin correlations
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⎯ Exact Diagonalization
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16x16

SWAP operators* on NQS wavefunctions
*Hastings et al., PRL 104 157201 (2010)
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Control of the phase
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Control of the amplitude
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Control of the amplitude

• Reinforces that dynamics 
is purely quantum
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Spreading of correlations

hSi(t)Sj(t)i � hSi(0)Sj(0)i
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(1/J) 12x12

Similar anisotropic spreading known in Bose-Hubbard systems 
Carleo et al., Physical Review A 89, 031602(R) (2014)
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<latexit sha1_base64="e72YjGAaHRa4uW6ws5Q0BUWlCK4=">AAACFHicbZA9SwNBEIb3/IzxK2ppsxgEJRDuVNBS1MIyotFALhx7m0lc3ds7dufEcOZH2PhXbCwUsbWw89+4+Sg0cWDh4X1nmJ03TKQw6LrfzsTk1PTMbG4uP7+wuLRcWFm9NHGqOVR5LGNdC5kBKRRUUaCEWqKBRaGEq/D2uOdf3YE2IlYX2EmgEbG2Ei3BGVopKJQe/BOQyKgvmWpLoOeB2MLt8yC7KengvmvZ1wPnISgU3bLbLzoO3hCKZFiVoPDlN2OeRqCQS2ZM3XMTbGRMo+ASunk/NZAwfsvaULeoWASmkfWP6tJNqzRpK9b2KaR99fdExiJjOlFoOyOG12bU64n/efUUWweNTKgkRVB8sKiVSoox7SVEm0IDR9mxwLgW9q+UXzPNONoc8zYEb/TkcbjcKXu75Z2zveLh0TCOHFknG2SLeGSfHJJTUiFVwskjeSav5M15cl6cd+dj0DrhDGfWyJ9yPn8Aa0KdzA==</latexit>

v = (4.2± 0.8)Ja/~
<latexit sha1_base64="/QQPy7jKvT42v86JG18bMl9dsvc=">AAACBHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqMtuBotQNzGpBbsRim7EVQX7gCaUyXTSDp1MwsykUEIXbvwVNy4UcetHuPNvnLZZaOuBC4dz7uXee/yYUals+9vIra1vbG7ltws7u3v7B+bhUUtGicCkiSMWiY6PJGGUk6aiipFOLAgKfUba/uhm5rfHREga8Qc1iYkXogGnAcVIaalnFsfwCparVgW6cQhtq3YG79C5O/SRgD2zZFv2HHCVOBkpgQyNnvnl9iOchIQrzJCUXceOlZcioShmZFpwE0lihEdoQLqachQS6aXzJ6bwVCt9GERCF1dwrv6eSFEo5ST0dWeI1FAuezPxP6+bqKDmpZTHiSIcLxYFCYMqgrNEYJ8KghWbaIKwoPpWiIdIIKx0bgUdgrP88ippVSznwqrcV0v16yyOPCiCE1AGDrgEdXALGqAJMHgEz+AVvBlPxovxbnwsWnNGNnMM/sD4/AFUEZS3</latexit>

Estimated speed

Consistent with 
k = 0 velocity

single magnons
2vg = 3.3Ja/~

<latexit sha1_base64="c6KfAsfkrYzL3G0x/cyDSxyPUlI=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZuBovgKiatoBuh6EZcVbAPaEOYTCft0MmDmUmhhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/47TNQlsPXDiccy/33uMnnEll29/G0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s2vu7TdknApC6yTmsWj5WFLOIlpXTHHaSgTFoc9p0x/cTPzmkArJ4uhBjRLqhrgXsYARrLTkmYfloddDV6hiVdAdPuv0fSyQZ5Zsy54CLRInJyXIUfPMr043JmlII0U4lrLt2IlyMywUI5yOi51U0gSTAe7RtqYRDql0s+n1Y3SilS4KYqErUmiq/p7IcCjlKPR1Z4hVX857E/E/r52q4NLNWJSkikZktihIOVIxmkSBukxQovhIE0wE07ci0scCE6UDK+oQnPmXF0mjbDkVq3x/Xqpe53EU4AiO4RQcuIAq3EIN6kDgEZ7hFd6MJ+PFeDc+Zq1LRj5zAH9gfP4ADR+TCQ==</latexit>

ultrafast spreading even for
short-range correlations!

! 10� 100 km/s
<latexit sha1_base64="jzry0T9jE39Lpi6/7cjPgur3y7U=">AAACE3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyCiNZMFXRZdOOygr1AZyiZNG1Dk5khyShlmHdw46u4caGIWzfufBsz7Qja+kPg4z/nkHN+P+JMaYS+rLn5hcWl5cJKcXVtfWPT3tpuqDCWhNZJyEPZ8rGinAW0rpnmtBVJioXPadMfXmX15h2VioXBrR5F1BO4H7AeI1gbq2MfupL1BxpLGd5DBx07CLlHrsB6IEUyFOnJD6u0Y5dQGY0FZ8HJoQRy1Tr2p9sNSSxooAnHSrUdFGkvwVIzwmladGNFI0yGuE/bBgMsqPKS8U0p3DdOF/ZCaV6g4dj9PZFgodRI+KYz21BN1zLzv1o71r0LL2FBFGsakMlHvZhDHcIsINhlkhLNRwYwkczsCskAS0y0ibFoQnCmT56FRqXsnJYrN2el6mUeRwHsgj1wABxwDqrgGtRAHRDwAJ7AC3i1Hq1n6816n7TOWfnMDvgj6+MbfsKd8w==</latexit>

Contrast 1D: spreading not 
related to entanglement growth



ü Control of Jex induces >10 THz quantum dynamics in solid state

ü Neural quantum states highly efficient for studying this dynamics   
in the 2D AFM Heisenberg model

ü Entanglement manifest in nearest-neighbor spin correlations

ü Coherent control of phase and amplitude of entanglement

ü Ultrafast spreading of spin correlations in real space

§ Great potential for the fastest, smallest 
and most energy-efficient computing!

Conclusions


